
Not all employees will be attracted to the same kind of lawn. A retention strategy that works for one
business or even one employee might not work for another. It’s important to recognize that you
must fit the retention strategies you choose to your employees. Your business is unique and it’s
because your employees are unique. It’s a great idea to test a few of these by taking an internal
anonymous poll, or to try a small scale experiment and test reactions.

Different Generations, Different Shades of Green

“Companies that adapt their talent and retention strategies to meet
generational desires will be rewarded, while those that do not could find
themselves at the losing end of the competition for talent.

Different generations appear to have very different goals, expectations, and
desires—and employers must tailor and target their talent strategies to satisfy
every employee group, from Baby Boomers to Generation Xers to Millennials.”

- Deloitte Talent Edge 2020 Report

The next 3 pages are cheat sheets providing a quick overview of each generation and what they
are looking for when it comes to employment.  

Millennials
(1981-2000)

Gen Xers
(1965-1980)

Baby Boomers
(1946-1964)



Who are they?

Millennials (1981-2000)

Millennials were nurtured by hovering parents
They are optimistic, and focused
Respectful of authority
They schedule everything
They feel enormous academic pressure
They feel like a generation and have great expectations for themselves
Prefer digital literacy as they grew up in a digital environment. They get all their information and a majority
of their socialization from the Internet
Prefer to work in teams
With unlimited access to information they tend to be assertive with strong views
Envision the world as a 24/7 place; want fast and immediate processing
They are mega-multitaskers
They work to live and seek purpose and value in their work even if it means taking less in pay
Greatly values progressive culture and values

What do they want from employers?
Mentors - Millennials put a lot of pressure on themselves to succeed so they tend to carry high value on
feedback. They seek professional connections and mentors to help them reach their expectations of
themselves. Be a mentor by engaging in face-to-face meetings and provide the good and bad feedback,
preferably as much as you can. Also, consider asking for feedback, these young workers have fresh and
creative ideas that they are eager to share and build on. 

Flexibility - You will notice this is a trend for all generations, but for different reasons and priorities. Millennials
need to be able to juggle multiple commitments like other “projects” or jobs. A lot of people from this
generation see the value in working freelance so being able to offer a remote work environment or shorter
weeks can be very appealing to this generation. Not only is it important to be flexible in hours or workspace
but consider your culture and values. This group finds it easier to jump on board with a company who holds
strong values close to their own. 

Trust - Many employers make the mistake of not respecting or trusting this group based off negative
stereotypes or maybe a bad experience with another employee of this group. They forget that every new
generation in the workforce is marked as the “bad seed,” said to be lazy and entitled. Support your new
workforce by providing ways for them to showcase their talent and drive, contribute ideas, and maybe take
the head on a new project. 

Opportunity - No matter how entry-level the position, Millennials are always looking for the next step in their
careers. This group tends to leave and start new jobs more frequently than other generations because
momentum in promotions and increased responsibilities are so important to them.

43% of Millennials intend to switch jobs in 2015, according to Aon Hewitt's Inside the Employee Mindset study
which surveyed more than 2,500 U.S. employees working at companies with a least 1,000 people.



Who are they?

Generation Xers (1965 -1980)

Xers are Entrepreneurial
More individualistic
Government and big business don’t mean very much to them
Happy to save the neighborhood instead of reaching for the world
Work life balance is essential because they are very eager to “be there” for their children
Right in the middle of the transition to digital knowledge archives from written based knowledge. Most
remember being in school without computers
Desire a chance to learn, explore and make a contribution
Oriented by a sense of responsibility to self rather than a business or a career. This generation
averages 7 career changes in their lifetime, unlike previous generations who often worked for a
company for life

What do they want from employers?
Flexibility - Here we see it again but for different priorities. Most Gen-xers are new parents and often are
single parents so they value a good balance of work and life more than ever. Luckily, like Millennials, this
group is very tech-savvy so they can be very productive when working remotely. 

Independence - Try to avoid micromanaging and allow space for your employees of this generation to
work on solo projects. Majority of this group prefers to work independently. As with any generation,
employers should do their best playing to these unique strengths. 

Communication - Particularly important when it comes to dealing with gen-x employees as they are more
likely to question authority and leave their employer if they do not feel heard. Just like any generation, it’s
important to encourage debate, feedback, and the ability to openly express ideas and opinions. Always
listen to your employee’s feedback and take action to prove that their expectations are important. 

Mentor-ship and Opportunities -  This group is sensitive to feeling a bump against a grey ceiling
because their career paths are being blocked by baby boomers who are not moving out of the workforce.
Xers especially need to see a clear path for advancement in front of them. To retain these employees you
should offer mentoring programs with top-level executives, promote internally whenever possible, and aid
them in refining their skills. 



Who are they?

Baby Boomers (1946-1964)

Personalities that strongly align with trends of individualism
Have a strong desire to correct or change common values for the good of the world. Not as focused on
local change
Team players, optimistic and driven
Want leadership that they can trust and value supportive leadership
Envision technology and innovation as requiring a learning process
Tend to be more positive about authority, hierarchal structure and tradition
One of the largest generations in history with 77 million people
The Aging of this generation will change America. They are the first generation to use the word
"retirement" to mean being able to enjoy life after the children have left home

What do they want from employers?
Recognition -  Due to their traditional values, Baby Boomers feel let down and frustrated from a lack of
recognition for their hard work. They value support from their supervisors and managers. They seek
employers who value solid work ethic and company loyalty and they expect to be recognized for fulfilling
those expectations. 

Benefits - This is key for boomers; offer things like wellness programs, competitive benefits and wages in
order to keep these employees happy. Other items that should be on your list are great retirement plans
and stock options. When that isn’t enough you might consider holding seminars where baby boomers can
voice their opinions and get information on your benefits offerings. 

Schedule - You might want to offer this group more flexible work schedules possibly even part-time status.
As they near retirement they won’t want to work the hours a thirty-something would. 
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